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"To constantly try and 
be the best version of 
yourself. it is a constant 
quest to be better 
today than you were 
yesterday." 
Kobe Bryant

EHOVE has 19 amazing leaders that love to take 
initiative to help our school and peers as well as 
our communities. This year EHOVE's TLC class has 
volunteered at "Roll it forward" and Victory 
kitchen. We are working to bring kindness to our 
campus as well as mental health awareness. 

The EHOVE TLC class collected over $900 and 
then presented a check at the Perkins Volley 

for the Cure game

The EHOVE TLC of first semester visited the 
Cleveland RMH to see WHY we are 

collecting those pop tabs. 

The EHOVE TLC of second semester made 
$170 for the Angel fund,  which will insure no 

student goes hungry while at school. 

EHOVE TLC class collected 221 pairs of socks 
for local homeless.  These were given to 
Victory Kitchen and Miriam House, Norwalk.  
(And a few black pair to take to Casa Bernabe 
in Guatemala.
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Flush the Negativity

The EHOVE TLC family was just beginning this kindness 
campaign prior to the Ohio mandated school closures.  We 
are excited to continue this when return to school and are 
actively working on ways we can continue to spread kindness 
while helping all to remain safe.  Our campaign includes 
"Toilet Talk" Fliers placed in each restroom stall on campus 
with inspirational quotes and positive messages.  We will be 
hosting a contest for all students to find their own 
inspirational quote to be entered in monthly $25 gift card 
drawings.  We are also placing uplifting post-its near the 
bathroom mirrors intended to be taken, as a bit of pocket 
strength. 

Victory Kitchen
Victory Kitchen is a nonprofit organization that provides 2 
hot meals a day and any needs that people will need like 
showers and general hygiene products. Thus far we have 
assembled 113 hygiene bags. The EHOVE TLC class has 
done many things for Victory Kitchen such as going and 
seeing the kitchen to making cookies and center pieces 
along with helping sort out presents and coats for their 
Christmas dinner they host for all the less fortunate who 
may just need that extra boost of love and hope. Victory 
Kitchen has been around for many years and has helped 
so many people with offering as much as they have to 
offer. 

Tori and Bryce assembling military 
boxes for Tori's individual project to 
send treats to deployed soldiers

EHOVE TLC student Bryce posing with 
cookies for Victory Kitchen 

EHOVE TLC Students  Chloe, Tori, Bryce and 
Joey carrying Christmas gifts and organizing 
them  for Victory Kitchen

Full year TLC student Elizabeth 
Pruitt spreading kindness 
across our campus. 
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